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concordance with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.86 (95% 
confidence limits 0.67 and 0.96) with a two sided p-value for rejecting 
the hypothesis of zero correlation of 0.003. 
 
  
Conclusions: Routine CBCT images of lung cancer patients allow an 
automated estimation of tumour volume with a precision of 3.9%. The 
volumes estimated by our method correlate strongly with manually 
delineated volumes. One-third and two-thirds into a course of 
fractionated RT, tumour volume regression at the end of therapy can 
be estimated with a precision of 13% and 5.5%, respectively. If a 
correlation between regression at the end of therapy and long-term 
clinical outcome is established this method would be an efficient tool 
allowing for response adaptive radiation therapy.  
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Purpose/Objective: To validate two semi-automatic fluoro-
deoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography (PET) segmentation 
methods for GTV delineation in laryngeal and hypopharyngeal cancer, 
in comparison with histopathology and manual FDG-PET delineations. 
Materials and Methods: Before total laryngectomy, 22 patients (mean 
age, 62.3; range, 52-79 years) with T3 (n=3) or T4 (n=19) squamous 
cell carcinoma of the larynx (N=12) or hypopharynx (N=10) underwent 
preoperative imaging. Thirteen patients underwent an FDG-PET and a 
high-resolution computed tomography (CT) scan. The remaining 9 
patients underwent an FDG-PET/CT scan. The GTV was manually 
delineated on the PET scans by a radiation oncologist. The larynx 
specimen was fixed with formaldehyde and sliced transversely in 3-
mm thick slices. Whole-mount hematoxylin-eosin stained (H&E) 
sections were obtained and registered to the thick-slice photos. A 
pathologist delineated the tumor tissue in the H&E sections. The 
specimen was reconstructed in 3D, and rigidly registered to the 
preoperative CT and PET scans. The GTV was semi-automatically 
segmented on the PET scans using a gradient-based watershed method 
and a gaussian based method. To account for partial volume effects, 
the segmented masks were resampled to a 1x1x1 mm3 grid before 
being converted into a delineation. Different margins around the PET 
based GTVs delineations were automatically drawn, and the coverage 
of tumor tissue on pathology was determined. 
Results: The average GTV volume determined with the watershed 
(16.0 ml) and gaussian (16.8 ml) segmentation methods resembled the 
average tumor volume on pathology (15.5 ml). The average manually 
segmented GTV volume was 40% larger (21.8 ml) (figure). The tumor 
coverage was best for the manual delineations (81%), followed by the 
gaussian (74%) and watershed (70%) delineations. To cover 95% of 
tumor in pathology in all patients, a margin of 7, 9 and 7 mm was 
required around the manual, watershed and gaussian delineations, 
respectively (table). These margins led to a total delineated volume 
of 70.7, 82.0 and 62.2ml, respectively. The mismatches between the 
PET and the tumor localization as derived from histopathology might 
be partly explained by registration errors and deformations of the 
specimen. Dealing with partial volume effects is crucial to obtain the 
delineation out of a segmented mask. 
 
  
  
Conclusions: Both semi-automatic segmentation methods estimated 
closely the average tumor volume on pathology, and the tumor 
coverage by both methods was similar. Manual delineations showed a 
better coverage, but overestimated the average tumor volume by 
40%. The gaussian and watershed methods are two easy and robust 
methods to determine a first estimate of the GTV, on FDG-PET. 
However, these segmentations must be adapted on the planning CT 
scan by a radiation oncologist, to correct for partial volume effects 
and CT-PET registration errors. 
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Purpose/Objective: Mid-Position (MidP) CT was recently introduced 
for lung cancer patients, where a motion compensated 4D CT is 
averaged over the breathing phases to obtain the time averaged mean 
position of the complete anatomy. The purpose of this study was to 
evaluate the registration accuracy and image quality of MidP CT scans 
of liver cancer patients. 
Materials and Methods: In eleven patients with liver metastasis, 
fiducial markers were implanted. For all patients 4D CT and contrast 
enhanced breath hold (BH) CT scans were acquired. From these 
datasets the markers were digitally removed, using parametric 
sampling. We applied a phase based optical flow registration to 
register the frames of the 4D scan to the exhale phase. By calculating 
the registration differences between deformable registration without 
